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Abstract— IIdentifying und
dersea objects and their loca
ations
at any time is a ggrowing researrch area for toopological map
pping
app
plications. Th
he capability to classify, characterize, and
ideentify ocean an
nomalies would
d enable a moore precise traccking
cap
pability and a more reliab
ble communicaations system.. The
objjective of thiss study is to present a spaatial and temporal
aco
oustic structurre that will bee able to both track and ideentify
oceean anomaliess as well as to
t characterize the transmiission
chaannel. This coonsists of usingg a multiple seensor spatial array
a
witth a multi-senssor correlation
n analysis capaability. Both sp
patial
and
d temporal accoustic signalss are received from transmitting
sou
urce. The Peaarson product moment corrrelation is useed to
corrrelate the reeceived acousttic signal in the form of both
tra
ansmission losss and received
d phase tempoorally at a spa
atially
disstributed sensoor array. Each
h originating soource of an acooustic
signal will have various distin
nguishing unique characterristics
thaat are referred
d to as acousticc signatures. This
T
combinatiion of
a spatial
s
and teemporal multi-sensor array together with
h the
Pea
arson productt moment corrrelation is proposed as a new
ana
alysis method and it is com
mbined with th
he Dempster-Shafer
Th
heory to comp
pute and arrive at a degrree of belief. The
prooposed acoustiic architecturee will have the ability to asceertain
and
d distinguish b
between acousttic signatures.

I. INTR
RODUCTION
Th
he underwaterr acoustic sign
nature algorithhm incorporaates a
com
mbination of temporal andd spatial methhods of extraacting
aco
oustic signatuures from a passively em
mitting underw
water
souurce. The undderwater chann
nel is modeledd with the Bellhop
mo
odel, which is a Gaussian beam tracing model
m
based on
o the
con
ncepts of ray theory used to
t solve the wave
w
equation. The
Peaarson correlattion method iss utilized to coorrelate the ouutputs
pro
ovided by thee Bellhop meethod, includiing the ampllitude
losss, phase vaariation, and source andd receiver sppatial
varriations for a ggiven set of accoustic input characteristics
c
s into
thee channel from
m the source. The combinattion of the vaarious
ressults of the coorrelation anaalysis (provideed by the Peaarson
corrrelation algorrithm) is then
n combined ussing the DemppsterShafer Algorithhm in order to provide a new and roobust
i
thhe type of soource
meethod of classifying and identifying
em
mitting the acooustic signaturres. This anallysis also prov
vides
infformation aboout the channeel itself in terrms of topoloogical
chaaracteristics. Figure
F
1 show
ws the breakdoown of the vaarious
parrts of the algoorithm.
II. BELLLHOP ACOUSTIIC PROPAGATIION MODEL
Beellhop is a Gaaussian beam tracing prograam. It used in
n this
stu
udy to simulatte transmissio
on loss from an
a acoustic so
ource
in an ocean envvironment. Bellhop is useed in this insttance
beccause it has prroven to be a very
v
accurate model

Figure 1. Und
derwater Acou
ustic Source Identification
B
modell, as
for a wide acousttic frequency range. The Bellhop
definned in the AcT
TUPℓ, prograam can generaate both Gausssian
and Geometric beeam types. Th
he option usedd in this study
y is
w
of Gaussian beeam types. The Bellhopp program was
S
and Naaval
deveeloped by Porter and Buckner at the Space
Warrfare System Center
C
in San Diego in 19877 [1].
T simulationn used in this study
The
s
incorporates the Bellh
hop
acouustic propagattion model in an underwateer environmennt in
ordeer to provide raw
r acoustic data
d for the deevelopment off an
algoorithm to iden
ntify, classifyy, and providee the featuress of
undeerwater objeccts emitting their own unique acou
ustic
signnature [2]. This would facilitate many appplications suchh as
enabbling a more precise tracking capabiliity as well as
a a
com
mmunications system
s
to perrform with beetter error con
ntrol
and reliable message transmisssion. The frramework of the
simuulation allowss investigationn of both spattial and tempooral
acouustic structurees to developp a tool that will provide the
abiliity to discern an acoustic siignature. This signature cann be
usedd to identify thhe source of the
t acoustic emission
e
and also
a
the location of both
b
the emittting source and
a other spaatial
objeects in the acooustic path thaat would affecct temporally and
spatiially the received acoustic signatures.
s
T main environmental inpputs in the Beellhop simulattion
The
incluude a range-dependent Souund Speed Proofile (SSP), waater
deptth (z) and waater density. The program
m allows for the
conssistency of thee sea floor (su
uch as sound sppeed, attenuattion
coeffficient, and density) to be added to measure the
refleection from th
he bottom. It also allows the definitionn of
diffeerent sedimen
nt layers havinng their own unique acou
ustic
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chaaracteristics. Receiver arrrays of varyiing distances and
dep
pths can alsoo be defined
d to add tem
mporal and sppatial
flexibility. Acouustic system inputs
i
are frequency (f), so
ource
pth (zS) and reeceiver depthss (zR).
dep

Figuure 2. Propagation Enviroonment
The AcTUPℓℓ model is mo
odeled in a 2-ddimensional sppace.
Th
he propagationn of the acousstic waves is computed forr a 2dim
mensional verrtical slice of the medium. The assumptiion is
thaat this result applies for all bearings. These
T
assumpptions
alloow a reduction in the compputational timees.
Bellhop usess Gaussian beeam tracing too produce thee rayb
trace and impuulse response plots [3],[4]]. Gaussian beam
tracing uses stanndard ray traccing to describbe what is refferred
to as a central ray. The ceentral ray is the center of the
aco
oustic wave as it divergees. The centeer point or raay is
typ
pically the areea of least distortion. Distoortion will increase
thee further awayy from the cenntral ray one is. Gaussian beam
b
tracing is a simuulation of wavve propagationn where a beaam is
forrmed whose inntensity decayys normal to thhe central rayy with
a Gaussian
G
disttribution. Beaam tracing is computatio
onally
mo
ore efficient while being mathematicaally equivalennt to
staandard ray traccing.
Bellhop is abble to trace a user-defined
u
f of rays em
fan
mitted
om a sound source whose coordinates and
a frequencyy are
fro
speecified by thee user. It alsoo calculates the
t amplitudee and
arrrival time of aan impulse sig
gnal arriving at the receiveer via
eacch ray path. B
Bellhop can allso compute the
t intensity of
o the
souund field at thhe receiver by finding only the rays that reach
r
thee receiver. Theese rays are called eigenrayys. The main input
filee to Bellhoop is called the enviroonment file. The
env
vironment filee is a simplee text file givven in a structured
forrmat specifyinng the details of the enviroonment, the soource
and
d receiver chharacteristics, and the type of analysis to
t be
perrformed. The environment information inncludes the sooundspeeed profile, thhe depth of thhe channel, thhe channel boottom
com
mposition, annd surface boundary definiitions. The so
ource
and
d receiver characteristiccs include the transmission
freequency, the source and recceiver locationns, the angle limits
l
forr the fan of beeams and the number
n
of beaams used. Thee type
of analysis speccified dictatess the output of
o the algorithhm in
thee form of a raay file, an eig
genray file, ann amplitude delay
d
filee, or any of thhree different types of transmission loss files
(co
oherent, incohherent and sem
mi-coherent).

Information in thee output ray fiile can producce a plot show
wing
the paths
p
traveled
d by all the ray
ys specified inn the environm
ment
file. The plot has depth on the vertical axis and range on the
horizzontal axis. Bellhop cann selectively plot the paaths
traveeled by only those rays thatt reach the recceivers.
T Bellhop model can allso create an amplitude-deelay
The
file, which is a text file staating transmisssion frequen
ncy,
channnel depth, soource and receeiver geometrry and numberr of
eigenrays. Also inncluded is infformation aboout each eigennray
suchh as amplitudee, time delay, phase
p
shift at the receiver, and
the number
n
of suurface and bo
ottom bouncess experienced
d by
the eigenray. Thee phase shift calculated inn the amplituuded to generate raw phase variation
v
files for
delaay file is used
eachh scenario of phase angle, source depthh, receiver deppth,
and transmissionn frequency.. An algoriithm using the
his file can be
b used to plot
p
the impu
ulse
inforrmation in th
response. The im
mpulse responsse is defined as the outputt of
r
to a very
v
brief signal from the source, calledd an
the receiver
impuulse. The ploot has the dim
mensionless amplitude
a
at the
receiver in the veertical axis andd the time dellay in seconds in
the horizontal axxis. The impuulse responsee plot shows the
i
timee dispersion of an initial impulse at the source into
multtiple impulses at the receeiver. This tim
me dispersionn is
caussed by the different patth lengths annd travel tim
mes
assoociated with each
e
ray. An important im
mplication of this
multtipath time diispersion of signal energy is the possibiility
of inntersymbol intterference for acoustic com
mmunications.
III. UNDERSEA BELLHOP MOD
DEL
B
Bellhop
uses the
t concept of ray theory to solve the wave
w
equaation. The wav
ve equation iss a partial diffferential equattion
desccribing the mootion of a wav
ve in a mediuum. The acou
ustic
wavve equation is a linear approoximation retaaining only fiirstordeer terms of thee wave equatiion. The propagation of sou
und
in aan elastic medium
m
(suchh as seawateer) is described
mathhematically by
y solving the acoustic wavve equation wh
hile
appllying the approopriate bounddary and mediuum conditionss.
T model ussed in this stu
The
udy is a two ddimensional view
v
of thhe undersea en
nvironment. The
T acoustic source
s
is a sinngle
poinnt set as a poinnt of reference at a depth of
o 50 meters. The
T
acouustic point souurce will radiaate out a pulseed acoustic wave
w
at ann angle θ botth above and below a horrizontal refereence
line.. The transm
mitted frequencies includee the follow
wing
frequuencies: 10 Hz,
H 20 Hz, 25
5 Hz, 50 Hz, 100 Hz, 200 Hz,
500 Hz, 1 KHz, 5 KHz, and 10 KHz. The recceiver consists of
an array
a
of indivvidual receiverrs positioned in a rectanguular
arrayy consisting of
o 30 receiverr levels deep and 200 receiiver
positions wide. Foor each given receiver posittion, there aree 30
indivvidual acoustiic sensors positioned every 5 meters startting
at 5 meters deep from
f
the surfaace of the oceean to 150 meters
he ocean. Thee receiver senssor configurattion
at thhe bottom of th
conssisted of 2000 acoustic sennsors spaced linearly from
m a
distaance of 100 meters to 10000 meters frrom the acou
ustic
poinnt source.
T source point, receiverr sensor arrayy, as well as the
The
enviironmental asppects such as sound pressurre, reflective and
refraactive results are
a all assumeed to be in thee same z-planee in
the model.
m
The layyout of the mo
odel is shownn below.
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f that the depth
d
of the waater
destrructive overalll effect. The fact
is 1550m also conttributes to thiss effect. If the water depth was
w
mucch deeper, the multipath effects interaacting with each
e
otheer would have less of an efffect and the graph
g
would have
h
less flunctation in
n the transmiission loss vaalue. Effectively,
g
would be
b smoother an
nd would havve less variatio
on.
the graph

Figuure 3. Simulation Environnment
Th
he principal laayer is the seea water layeer with a uniiform
dep
pth of 150m. B
Below that is the sediment layer.
IV. RESULTS
Th
he parameters used in this study
s
consist of a bundle of
o 50
beaams with a Gaussian beeam structuree. The simullation
outtputs both am
mplitude valuees and time deelay outputs which
w
aree used to servve as the raw inputs for thee transmission
n loss
and
d phase variiation which will be usedd in the Peaarson
corrrelation coeffficient calcuulations. The Pearson prooduct
mo
oment correllation coefficient is calculated for the
am
mplitude, phasee and frequency received att the receiver array
as a result of thee two differentt transmitted acoustic
a
wavees.
The correspoonding Pearsoon product moment
m
correllation
coeefficient is caalculated for the
t transmissiion loss and phase
p
varriation of the two differentt received acooustic signals as a
fun
nction of the 330 different deepths of the reeceiver array. This
willl be used to
t characterizze the correlation of the two
diffferent transm
mitted waves as a functionn of the follo
owing
diffferent charactteristics of thee acoustic wavves representeed by
Tra
ansmission A
Angle, Sourcce Depth, Ocean
O
depth, and
Receiver Depth.

Taable I showss the resultss of the Peaarson correlattion
analysis for the following
f
souurce depth annd receiver deepth
com
mbinations: 40
0° (transmissiion angle)/50 meter (receiiver
deptth) and 60° (transmissionn angle)/50 meter (receiiver
deptth). The assum
mption here is
i that the traansmission lossses
and phase variatioons both havee a Gaussian distribution.
d
T
This
dataa is used to caalculate the prrior probabilityy distribution for
the transmission
t
l
loss,
PPTL, andd phase variattion. PPPV. As the
resuults show, thee prior probabbility distribuution is weighhted
veryy heavily towards the deepper depths sinnce the valuess of
the transmission
t
losses
l
and phhase variation mean values for
the shallower
s
souurce depths arre very close to each otherr. In
fact,, the single standard dev
viation intervals intersect for
adjaacent source depth
d
values for source deepths from 500m,
55m
m, 65, and 75m. The phasee variation vaalues are spaaced
moree linearly fro
om each otherr in terms of the mean of the
phasse variations.
Thhese values foorm the basis for using the Dempster-Shaafer
algoorithm to calcuulate the degrree of belief thhat the sourcee of
the acoustic
a
transmissions origginated from a particular deepth
and angle of transsmission or paarticular finitee set of depthss or
anglles or transmission. These can
c then be used to categorrize
the identity of a specific soource (i.e. whhale, submarine,
surfa
face ship, etc.) that emitted the
t acoustic siignature.

Figure 4 shoows the Bellhhop transmissiion loss calcuulated
forr two differentt sets of receiived acoustic signals origin
nating
fro
om a 500 Hz, 50 meter deepp acoustic souurce point at a 60°
transmission anngle, and a 5000 Hz, 50 meeter deep acooustic
souurce point at a 75° transmisssion angle.
The transmiission loss reesults show a virtual iden
ntical
sim
milarity in the behavior at a range of 400m
m and greaterr. The
com
mparison of the
t transmissiion loss at a range
r
of less than
4000m is shown to be distincttly different between
b
the reesults
fro
om transmissioon angles of 60° and 75°. This is due to the
facct that at closer ranges, thhe multipath effects woulld be
mo
ore unique annd specific depending
d
onn the transmission
ang
gle. As the range increeases, the amplitude
a
off the
transmitted wavves and respeectively the inndirect and direct
d
waave fronts woould diminish and the corrresponding unnique
sig
gnat ure charracteristics wo
ould become less pronounnced.
Th
he variation inn the transmisssion loss inteensity at all range
r
vallues is shownn to vary betw
ween 10 dB and 20 dB as
a the
ran
nge changes. This is duee to the phaase variation and
mu
ultipath effectts resulting frrom wave froonts converginng at
poiints from diff
fferent paths. The phase vaariation effectts on
eacch of the diffeerent paths woould then havee a constructivve or

Fiigure 4. Transsmission Loss calculated
c
usingg Bellhop Modeel
Table I. Transmissiion Loss and Phhase Variation Prior
P
Probabilitties
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The calculated values for transmission loss and for
phase variation were made at a distance of 400m from the
source. Table I shows the computed values using the Pearson
correlation coefficient assuming transmission angles of 40⁰
and 60⁰ for the source. The associated prior probability
distributions are shown for source depth range of 50m to
125m and computed for the transmission loss and the phase
variation. The results show that there is a 49.55% probability
that the source believed to be at a depth of 100m is accurate
and a 50.4% probability that the source believed to be at a
depth of 125m is accurate when using the calculated
transmission loss measurements. When using phase variation
measurements, there is a 26.6% probability that the source
believed to be at a 75m depth is accurate and a 29.25%
probability that the source believed to be at a 100m depth is
accurate.
V. UNCERTAINTY CALCULATION
The Dempster-Shafer Algorithm is the method of combining
evidence from multiple different sources of evidence to
calculate a degree of belief regarding that evidence. The
uncertainty of the evidence is a major consideration in the
tracking and identification of targets. Dempster-Shafer
theory is a concept that can handle the combination of the
concept of probability with the conception of sets of similar
evidence.
In Table I, the prior probabilities are represented by the
two variables PPTL and PPPV . These variables represent the
probabilities for given received values for the transmission
loss and phase variation that the received signal originated
from either one of the following source depths, 50m, 55m,
65m, 75m, 100m, or 125m. These probabilities were
calculated from results of the Bellhop model simulation. A
Gaussian distribution was assumed for the probability
distribution with the standard deviations given for the
transmission loss and phase variation. The BoE, Body of
Evidence, for the Dempster Shafer model, can be defined
using the following Field of Discernment, ϴ = {a, b, c, d, e, f,
g, h, i, j, k, l}. There are 12 elements of the Field of
Discernment representing the six transmission loss
measurements for each of the source depth and the six phase
variation measurements for each of the source depths.
Several theorems are used in a fusion process using a
conditional approach to the Dempster Shafer Algorithm [5].
These are the Condition Core (CCT) Theorem, basic
equations of Dempster Shafer Theory, [6] and the Fagin Halpern Conditionals. [7]. These will be used to convert the
initial event probability mass, m(B), to a conditional
probability mass, m(B/A). The conditioning proposition is
given by A = {b, c, d, e, f, g, u, v, w, x, y, z}. Each member
of the proposition A is an element of either the PPTL or PPPV
for one of the source transmission angles. The core F = {au,
bv, dx, eyb, fzc, ϴ}. The probability m(B) =
{.27, .27, .09, .04, .09, .01, .23} for each B ϵ F. For example,
m(au) = .27. The conditional core corresponding to the
conditional proposition of A is then calculated and given in
the Table II. The results shown in Table II for the
conditioning core with respect to the defined proposition of
A = {b, c, d, r, f, u, v, w, x, y, z} show a noticeable
conditional probability mass result.

Table II. Conditioning Core for the Proposition A

The conditioning proposition A was chosen eliminating the
element “a” since by itself the probability mass of “a” by
itself is significantly less than all the other elements. Based
on this conditioning proposition, a useful and believable
conditional mass is calculated as a result. The results show
that the probability mass of an element consisting of “fzbu”
has a value of .46 assuming the core value of A. The
probability mass of the element “eybu” has a probability
of .43 given the core value of A.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This study shows a promising algorithm with the ability to
reliably characterize, identify and classify ocean anomalies
as well as characterize the transmission channel that the
acoustic signatures of the anomalies propagate through. The
spatial and temporal acoustic analysis has proven to provide
a reliable means together with the Dempster Shafer
algorithm for analyzing both the spatially and temporally
received and analyzed acoustic signals. These signals from
both a direct and indirect perspective provide promising
characterization, identification and classification results.
Further work is needed to define a set of possible conditional
cores for use with the Dempster Shafer algorithm to provide
more accurate characterization results. This may be done by
incorporating additional information such as Doppler shift
analysis and the number of received wave fronts for a given
time interval to add as possible additional sensor data.
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